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Mott Manufacturing has been successfully designing and manufacturing its extensive line of quality steel laboratory furniture and 
fume hoods since the early 1960’s. With furniture installed world wide in numerous health care, research, industrial, pharmaceuti-
cal, and educational applications, Mott can provide, upon request, an extensive summary of its many installations.

Customer Satisfaction is Mott’s First Priority
Delivering industry-leading customer service is more than just words to the Mott Team. We know that satisfied customers drive 
our success. We therefore provide our customers with the following key values:

Consistent Product Quality
Our ISO 9001 Registered Quality Management System, supported by quality materials 
and skilled employees, ensures only high quality product is shipped.

Just-in-Time Delivery Capability
Our consistent four to six weeks manufacturing lead time, along with our high on-time and 
complete shipment performance, provide exceptional reliability to our customers.

Adaptable Product Line
Our extensive Sigma SystemsTM modular product line permits our customers to                  
readily configure the most productive solution to meet their specific requirements. 
Our flexible manufacturing capabilities allow convenient modification of standard          
components to fit the unique requirements of each laboratory.

Competitive Value
Our several decades of application experience allows us to provide productive        
furniture solutions to our customers. This experience, along with our high product      
quality, custom manufacturing capability, consistently strong service levels, and         
competitive pricing provide high value to our customers.

Extensive Dealer Network
Our dealers are the best.  We build strong relationships with our dealers to provide,              
in partnership, industry-leading service levels. Our dealers’ on site leadership and 
years of experience combined with our design and manufacturing skills  deliver the 
very best in laboratory furniture solutions.

•  Cabinet Construction - Each cabinet is fabricated with quality 
workmanship using furniture grade cold rolled steel. All components are die 
formed, notched, welded and tightly fitted to provide maximum strength and 
rigidity. Numerous configurations and sizes of mobile cabinets are available 
in powder coated, wood fronts or stainless steel.

•  Smooth Mobility - Heavy-duty locking casters make units easy to 
maneuver in tight lab spaces. 

•  Stability - Anti-tipping counter weights are provided to ensure                  
safe operation.  

•  Accessories and Components - A wide variety of features can 
be added to cabinets to meet specific application requirements.

•  Table Construction - Several configurations and sizes of mobile 
tables are available and are manufactured of powder coated or stainless 
steel. Table legs are manufactured with steel tubing and bolted or welded 
in place.

•  Adjustable - Height adjustable in 1” increments without the use of 
tools make them ideal for sitting or standing activities, and can be readily 
reconfigured for changing applications or process technologies.  Fixed height 
mobile tables are also available.

•  Flexible - Mobile tables can be incorporated into any existing work space 
or located as a self-supporting work area anywhere in your lab. They are 
perfect for sharing instruments between different work areas or labs. 

•  Accessories and Components - Mobile tables are ideal for using 
in areas where overhead storage or equipment already exists and where 
work surface mobility is a critical requirement. Tables can offer support for 
our full range of Sigma SystemTM lower suspended cabinets, shelves and 
drawers.

•  Smooth Mobility - Heavy-duty locking casters make units easy            
to maneuver in tight lab spaces. Tables can be designed to your load        
requirements.

Mobile Cabinets

Mobile Tables



The Solution to Change...

The latest generation of laboratories 

demand flexible workplace environ-

ments that can fully support change, 

while sustaining new technologies 

and users. Mobile products help 

create sustainable laboratory envi-

ronments to accommodate equip-

ment additions, as well as staff and 

tenant changes.  

Mott’s overhead service carriers 

provide all utilities in a contained 

and adaptable overhead conduit. 

When used with Sigma Carts™, 

mobile tables and cabinets, you 

can easily reorganize benches and 

equipment.

Each laboratory's requirements are 

unique. Mott provides solutions 

to meet your specific application 

demands;    simply contact us with 

your needs.

Our commitment to quality through        

our ISO Quality Management       

system assures the reliable, long life 

of our laboratory furniture.

•  Versatile - As needs change, the Sigma Cart™              
system can be equipped with an upper cart assembly 
to create a full height unit, allowing for the addition of 
overhead storage and accessories.

•  Heavy-Duty Loads - Supplementary height 
adjustable table legs can be used to increase load 
bearing capacity of the work surface from 600lbs 
to 1000 lbs. Conveniently folds away under work 
top. ..

•  Adjustable Shelving - Optimize the work  
station functionality with shelves that are height 
adjustable in 1” increments. Ergonomic slanted shelves 
are an available option to promote easier viewing of 
monitors or analytical equipment.

•  Effortless Mobility - Heavy-duty swivel 
casters provide smooth mobility with total lock 
braking for a stable work area. Stationary feet 
with levelers are an available option that allows 
the user to place the cart in a fixed and secure 
position to safely perform tasks.

•  Flexible Solutions - Ideal for use with 
mobile carts and tables because instruments and 
equipment can be easily connected to the service 
supply as needed and simply moved out of the 
way when finished. 

•  Upper Storage - Wall cabinets or shelves can 
mount above the service carrier to optimize vertical 
space and allow for greater organization of valuable 
work surface space.

•  Quick Disconnect Fixtures - Enables the 
quick and easy connection of services, as well as the 
possibility for mobile carts and tables to have access to          
a convenient power source.

Today’s laboratories demand equipment that can quickly and easily adjust to 
meet changing requirements. Motts’ Overhead Service Carriers provide the ulti-
mate service flexibility by allowing for access to services throughout the lab.

•  Accessories - Houses all services such as electrical, data, telephone, 
local exhaust systems and lighting as well as all of the usual plumbing         
services.

•  Maximum Flexibility - Accommodates changes to staff and 
processes without major renovations to the lab, while also remaining cost 
effective by avoiding the reconfiguration of a fixed system where services 
typically originate from the floor. 

•  Adaptable - Overhead Service Carriers can be suspended or flush 
mounted from the ceiling and are available in several configurations. 
Designed to work off a grid supply system that allows the carrier to be easily 
relocated to a different section of the laboratory.

•  Pre-Wiring and Pre-Plumbing - Overhead Service Carriers 
accept all types of laboratory plumbing and fittings. Pre-wiring and              
pre-plumbing are available at the factory, reducing installation time on-site.

•  Easy Access - Convenient access to utility lines and fixtures provides an 
inspection point for connections, shut-offs and service lines.

Overhead Service Carriers

Sigma CartsTM are perfect for situations where adaptability is essential. They 
deliver ideal sturdy solutions to laboratories that require high levels of mobility, 
adjustability, and adaptability and will become an integral part of the lab for 
many years to come.

•  Cost-Effective - A solution for today’s ever-changing labs, the       
Sigma CartTM allows for decreased installation cost with the opportunity for 
quicker lab reconfiguration, all while providing superior productivity within 
the work space.

•  Highly Adaptable - Can be conveniently integrated into existing 
work spaces or located as self supporting work stations, making them perfect 
for sharing instrumentation, tools, or processes.

•  Maximum Adjustability - Ergonomic work surfaces, cabinets 
and shelves are height adjustable in 1” increments to easily adapt to new          
tasks, equipment and users. This adjustability allows for quick and easy 
adaptability to ADA requirements. 

•  Vertical Supports - Durable double slotted channels provide            
superior strength and adjustability.  

•  Height Adjustable Power Bars - Easily relocatable along any 
point of the upright to match the needs of operators and equipment.

•  Coating Finish and Color - A thermosetting laboratory grade 
powder coating delivers exceptional chemical and scratch resistance, excel-
lent hardness and adhesion, with a quality luster.  All colors are quality 
controlled with micro processor technology to ensure consistent color.

Sigma CartsTM

•  Multi-Functional - Sigma Carts™ can be            
configured with a broad range of accessories, cabinets 
and shelves, and can be customized to suit your    
changing requirements.

ChameleonTM

StratusTM

AvionTM


